Described is a method and system a unified mechanism for storing device, application, and service state, as well as a rich notification broker architecture. Clients register with a notification broker to receive notifications for changes to state properties. When a registered state property changes, a notification broker determines which clients to notify of the state change and provides the client with a notification regarding the change. Clients may be notified whenever a state changes, when a state change meets a predetermined condition, or based on a schedule. An application may also be launched in response to a state change. An application programming interface (API) is provided that provides a unified way of accessing state change information across different components within the device.
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RELATED APPLICATIONS

This utility patent application claims the benefit under 35 United States Code § 119(c) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/513,723 filed on Oct. 23, 2003.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Today, mobile devices are designed to run a variety of applications and keep a user updated with current information. Some of these devices include personal digital assistants, wireless phones, and email devices. Mobile devices are now capable of connecting to the Internet and other networks through various means and thus exchange information over the networks. These mobile devices may update applications and send and receive information, such as emails, attachments to emails, and web page content. Providing all of this functionality requires applications on the mobile device to be notified of various events, such as when a new email is available, when a screen of the device is activated, when a phone call is received, and the like. It is difficult, however, to access all of the different state changes associated with the device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly described, the present invention is directed at unifying state and notification architecture across devices.

According to one aspect of the invention, clients register with a notification broker to receive notifications for changes to state properties. When a registered state property changes, a notification broker determines which clients to notify of the state change and provides the client with a notification regarding the change. For example, a client may register to receive notifications regarding changes to battery strength, network connectivity, memory usage, and the like. Whenever one of these registered state properties changes, the notification broker sends the client a notification message.

According to another aspect of the invention, clients may be notified whenever a state changes, when a state change meets a predetermined condition, or based on a schedule.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, an application may be launched in response to a state change or a schedule. For example, a client may register to have an application started when a certain event occurs, such as the mobile device receiving a message directed toward the application to be launched. The application may also be started based on a schedule configured by the client.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, an application programming interface (API) is provided that is directed to providing a unified way of accessing state change information across different components within the device. For example, an application may use the same function call to access state properties set by different components within the device.

According to still yet another aspect of the invention, the registered state properties may persist across device reboots.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary computing device;
FIG. 2 shows an exemplary mobile device;
FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary state management and notification system;
FIG. 4 illustrates a process for a state change notification system; and
FIG. 5 shows a process for processing state change information, in accordance with aspects of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Briefly described, the present invention is directed to providing a method and system a unified mechanism for storing device, application, and service state, as well as a rich notification brokerage architecture. Generally, clients register with a notification broker to receive notifications when certain state properties change. When a registered state property changes, the notification broker determines which clients to notify of the state change and provides the client with a notification regarding the change. Clients may be notified whenever a state changes, when a state change meets a predetermined condition, or based on a schedule. An application may also be launched in response to a state change or a schedule. An application programming interface (API) is also provided that is directed at providing a unified way of accessing state change information across different components within the device.

Throughout the specification and claims, the following terms take at least the meanings explicitly associated herein, unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. The meanings identified below are not intended to limit the terms, but merely provide illustrative examples for the terms. The meaning of “a,” “an,” and “the” includes plural reference, the meaning of “in” includes “in” and “on.”

The term “state property” refers to a “status” variable registered and stored with the notification system for maintenance and change-notifications.

The term “notification request” refers to a request from a client to be notified of a state change.

The term “notification list” refers to a collection of clients which have registered for state property change notifications.

The term “notification broker” refers to an underlying driver responsible for adding, updating, and removing data from a data store.

The term “state change component” refers to any component which adds, updates, or generally maintains State Properties in the data store.

The term “client” refers to any component which registers for state property change notifications. A client may be a state change component as well as a state change component being a client.

The term “state property identifier” refers to a “friendly” string (name) representation of the State Property. This identifier may be hierarchical and is unique.

The term “conditional notification” refers to a notification that is sent when a state property changes and the new value of the state property meets the condition that was specified in the notification request.

Illustrative Operating Environment

With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary system for implementing the invention includes a computing device, such as computing device 100. Computing device 100 may be configured as a client or a server. In a very basic configuration, computing device 100 typically includes at least one processing unit 102 and system memory 104. Depending on the exact configuration and type of computing device, system memory 104 may be volatile (such as RAM), non-volatile (such as ROM, flash memory, etc.) or some combination of the two. System memory 104 typically includes an operating system.
Computing device 100 may have additional features or functionality. For example, computing device 100 may also include additional data storage devices (removable and/or non-removable) such as, for example, magnetic disks, optical disks, or tape. Such additional storage is illustrated in FIG. 1 by removable storage 109 and non-removable storage 110. Computer storage media may include volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information, such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data. System memory 104, removable storage 109 and non-removable storage 110 are all examples of computer storage media. Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or other medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed by computing device 100. Any such computer storage media may be part of device 100. Computing device 100 may also have input device(s) 112 such as keyboard, mouse, pen, voice input device, touch input device, etc. Output device(s) 114 such as a display, speakers, printer, etc. may also be included.

Computing device 100 also contains communication connections 116 that allow the device to communicate with other computing devices 118, such as over a network. Communication connections 116 are one example of communication media. Communication media may typically be embodied by computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data in a modulated data signal, such as a carrier wave or other transport mechanism, and includes any information delivery media. The term "modulated data signal" means a signal that has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal. By way of example, and not limitation, communication media includes wired media such as a wired network or direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acoustic, RF, infrared and other wireless media. The term computer readable media as used herein includes both storage media and communication media.

With reference to FIG. 2, one exemplary system for implementing the invention includes a mobile device, such as mobile device 200. The mobile device 200 has a processor 260, a memory 262, a display 228, and a keypad 232. The memory 262 generally includes both volatile memory (e.g., RAM) and non-volatile memory (e.g., ROM, Flash Memory, or the like). The mobile device 200 includes an operating system 264, such as the Windows CE operating system from Microsoft Corporation or other operating system, which is resident in the memory 262 and executes on the processor 260. The keypad 232 may be a push button numeric dialing pad (such as on a typical telephone), a multi-key keyboard (such as a conventional keyboard). The display 228 may be a liquid crystal display, or any other type of display commonly used in mobile devices. The display 228 may be touch-sensitive, and would then also act as an input device.

One or more application programs 266 are loaded into memory 262 and run on the operating system 264. Examples of application programs include phone dialer programs, email programs, scheduling programs, PIM (personal information management) programs, word processing programs, spreadsheet programs, Internet browser programs, and so forth. Application programs 266 may use a common API to perform actions on state properties associated with the device. For example, a phone dialer program may register with a notification system to receive notifications regarding changes to signal strength, phone state, battery strength, and the like. The mobile computing device 200 also includes non-volatile storage 268 within the memory 262. The non-volatile storage 268 may be used to store persistent information which should not be lost if the mobile computing device 200 is powered down. The applications 266 may use and store information in the storage 268, such as e-mail or other messages used by an e-mail application, contact information used by a PIM, appointment information used by a scheduling program, documents used by a word processing program, and the like.

The mobile computing device 200 has a power supply 270, which may be implemented as one or more batteries. The power supply 270 might further include an external power source, such as an AC adapter or a powered docking cradle that supplements or recharges the batteries.

The mobile computing device 200 may also include external notification mechanisms, such as an LED (not shown) and an audio interface 274. These devices may be directly coupled to the power supply 270 so that when activated, they remain on for a duration dictated by the notification mechanism even though the processor 260 and other components might shut down to conserve battery power. The audio interface 274 is used to provide audible signals to and receive audible signals from the user. For example, the audio interface 274 may be coupled to a speaker for providing audible output and to a microphone for receiving audible input, such as to facilitate a telephone conversation.

Mobile computing device 200 may also contain communication connections 240 that allow the device to communicate with other computing devices, such as over a wireless network. The mobile computing device 200 also includes a radio interface layer 272 that performs the function of transmitting and receiving radio frequency communications. The radio interface layer 272 facilitates wireless connectivity between the mobile computing device 200 and the outside world, via a communications carrier or service provider. Transmissions to and from the radio interface layer 272 are conducted under control of the operating system 264. In other words, communications received by the radio interface layer 272 and communication connections 240 may be disseminated to application programs 266 via the operating system 264, and vice versa.

Illustrative State Change Notification System

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary state management and notification system, in accordance with aspects of the invention. Notification system 300 includes state change component 310, clients 315 and 320, notification broker 335, and data store 330. According to one embodiment, notification broker 335 also maintains notification lists 340, cached properties 345 and scheduler 350.

Clients, such as client 315 or 320, register to receive notifications regarding changes to a state property with notification broker 335. Generally, a client may make a notification request with notification broker 335 that registers the client to receive notifications whenever a state property changes, when the change meets a conditional, or based upon a schedule. The notifications may be permanent or transient notifications.

Permanent notifications are kept in a data store 320. According to one embodiment, the permanent notifications are maintained in a back-end data store, such as the registry, and hence are "persisted" across reboots. As these notifications are persistent, these types of state properties have the
same value before a soft-reset (or shutdown) as they do upon a restart (or boot). According to one embodiment, state properties are persistent by default.

Transient notifications are not permanent and are, therefore, not persisted across reboots. In other words, if a device is soft-reset (or rebooted) the notification request is deleted from notification list 340. In order to restore a transient notification, a client re-registers (sends another notification request to broker 335) to receive notifications regarding changes to the state property.

A client may also register to have an application launched upon the occurrence of a state change and/or according to a schedule. Generally, notification broker 335 issues a command to start an application specified by the client if the application is not already running when the state change or the scheduled time occurs. According to one embodiment, the client can specify command-line parameters to be passed into the application when it is launched. If the launched process creates a window then a message is sent to the window indicating the notification. If the target process is already running on the client, then the client simply receives the notification message.

Notifications sent to clients may also be batched. Batched state properties are intended for use by state properties which may undergo frequent value changes. A predetermined period of time is set that allows the state property value to "stabilize." According to one embodiment, the predetermined period is set to 200 ms. If no changes are made to the state property value during the predetermined period, the notification is delivered to the registered clients. The batching predetermined period is configurable and is stored in data store 330.

Data store 330 is configured to store registered state properties, as well as other information. According to one embodiment, data store 330 is the registry provided with an operating system, such as the registry provided with the Windows XP operating system provided by Microsoft Corporation. Data store 330 may also be any other type of data store in which information may be set and accessed. Data store 330 may also comprise one or more data stores maintained at various locations within notification system 300.

Data store 330 may also be pre-loaded with a default set of state property data that may be accessed by clients 315 and 320. Pre-loading the state property data makes many of state properties available without the client having to add a state property. For example, according to one embodiment, the following states are available to clients without registering the state: Display Orientation (Resolution, Brightness); Undismissed reminders (Count, Subject, Date, Time, Location); Undismissed alarms (Count, Description, Date, Time); Battery (Remaining State); Backup battery (Remaining State); Memory (Program memory free, Program memory used, Storage memory free, Storage memory used); Storage card (Total memory free, Total memory used); Hardware (Flip-phone state (open/closed), Keyboard enabled, Wifi enabled, Bluetooth enabled, Headphones present, Camera present); Messaging (Unread count, Total count, Drafts count, Outbox count); Tasks (High priority count, Due today count, Overdue count); Calendar (Next appointment, Name, Location, Date, Time, POOM ID); All day appointment (Name, Location, Date, Time, POOM ID); Current appointment (Name, Location, Date Time, POOM ID); Current free/busy status; Instant Messenger (Status, Online contacts count; Offline contacts count); Connectivity (Speed, Wi-Fi, Access point, Signal strength, Connection name, Connects to (work, internet), Status); Media player (Status, Playlist (Name, Mode (repeat, shuffle), Track count, Total duration), Track (Type (audio, video), Name, Album, Artists, Track #, Genre, Year, Duration, Play position, Filename, Bit rate)); Sync status; Telephony (Operator, Signal strength, Phone state, Profile, Roaming, Radio state, Active call (Caller name, Caller number), Missed call count, SIM toolkit message). As can be seen, the states span across many different applications.

According to one embodiment, the state property data is organized into a hierarchy. The hierarchy allows a client to specify a group of state properties by referencing the parent. The state property may be set to a data type, such as string, integer, float, and the like.

The client may identify the state property by a "friendly" string (name) representation of the state property. For example, "battery: a" references the state property "a" under the parent "battery", and likewise there could be a "battery:b" which would be the state property "b" under the same parent. When referring to a group of state properties under a common parent, then the parent identifier may be used. For example to receive notifications based on changes to all of the battery states, then "battery:" would be provided in the registration, thereby referencing all of the battery state properties using a single name.

Broker 335 may be configured to control access to setting/adjusting/removing state property types within data store 330. For example, a restriction could be placed on a state property limiting the deletion of the property from the notification system to a predetermined list of clients. When a state property is deleted, clients that have registered for notifications relating to the property are notified of its deletion.

As discussed above, clients 315 and 320 register for the state properties they are interested in receiving notifications about when the state property changes. Clients may register to receive a notification whenever the state they registered changes, when a conditional applied to the state value meets a condition, or upon a predetermined schedule. A conditional notification may be based upon many different conditions. According to one embodiment, the conditionals include: all, equal, not equal, greater than, greater or equal than, less than or equal, less than, contains, starts with, and ends with. For example, client 315 may register with notification broker 335 to receive a notification when the missed call count state property is Greater than fifteen and when the caller name Contains "Ja". Conditionals allow a client to receive the state change information they are interested in without having to process state change information they do not care about.

The clients registered to receive notifications regarding changes to state properties are maintained in notification lists 340. Notification broker 335 accesses notification lists 340 to determine the clients that should receive notifications when a registered state property has changed.

Scheduler 350 may be configured to notify and/or activate a client based on a schedule. The scheduled activation notification mode allows a client to receive a notification based on a simplified recurring schedule registered with notification broker 335. Schedules may be configured to occur at any interval, such as on the scale of seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, or months. According to one embodiment, schedules are defined by the date/time of the first occurrence and the amount of time between occurrences. Additionally, schedules may be defined without a recurrence interval. When no recurrence interval is provided, the notification is only sent once and then the registration is removed from the notifications list. Additionally, when a notification arrives, if the specified application path (provided during the notification request) cannot be found, the scheduled notification registration is removed from the notification list 340.
State change component 310 updates the value of the state property within data store 330 when the state changes. State change component 310 may update the state directly in data store 330 or through notification broker 335. When the state is updated through data store 330, data store 330 communicates the change to notification broker 335. When the state is updated through notification broker 335 then notification broker 335 updates the state in data store 330. In either case, notification broker 335 determines which clients should be notified based on the state change. Notification broker 335 parses notification lists 340 and determines the clients that have registered for notifications regarding the state change. Notification broker 335 applies any conditionals to the value of the state property that has changed and notifies the client when the conditional is met. When there is not a conditional associated with the state change, the client is notified of the state change.

When a client, such as client 315 and client 320, receives a notification from notification broker 335, the client may call a function within a common API (see discussion below) to retrieve the new state of the state property. Alternatively, the property information may be directly delivered to the client along with the notification. When the client is no longer interested in receiving notifications relating to a particular state property, the client may unregister itself from receiving change notifications relating to the state property. Clients 315 and 320 may also directly query broker 335 at any time to find the state of a state property using the common API.

State property values may also be cached by notification broker 335 in cached properties 345. A state property value may be cached for many different reasons. For example, a state property value may be cached such that a previous value of the state property may be compared with a current value of the state property. Additionally, the cache may help to facilitate quick repeated lookups requesting the value of the state property.

According to one embodiment, notification system 300 supports NET (managed) clients for both additions to the store, as well as change notification registrations.

The following are some exemplary scenarios to further clarify state management notification system 300.

EXAMPLE 1

ISV Services

Norm the Newbie has built a C# application which keeps a complete database of the current season’s Baseball statistics (e.g., teams, players, scores, stats, etc.). He has also built a simple XML web-services client which can connect to a sports website and pull-down updated daily statistics. Since the amount of data the application stores is relatively large, Norm only wants his application to sync data when a “fat pipe” (e.g., 802.1x) is available on the device (e.g., PPC). Norm then registers his application by sending a notification request to notification broker 335 for notifications when a high-bandwidth connection is available. Norm additionally specifies in the notification request to launch his application when the high-bandwidth connection is available. When the state change component associated with the connection updates the state of the connection, notification broker 335 activates Norm’s app when the state indicates that it is a high-speed connection.

EXAMPLE 2

Corporate LOB (Line of Business) Applications

Elph the Enterprise developer has built a field-service form-based VB.Net application for insurance adjuster usage. The application allows an insurance adjuster to look-up part identifiers and costs, make notes, retrieve car schematics, and the like. Each day, the insurance adjuster takes his mobile computing device out to the field to service customers. The application persists all of its data for today’s operation locally in a data store. Elph would like the application to synchronize the offline store with the company’s main servers each time the device is cradled. Therefore, Elph registers his application for notifications on synchronization cradle events. Whenever the device is cradled, the application is notified and the application synchronizes its data.

EXAMPLE 3

Phone Game

Golem the phone game developer is building a next-generation multi-player RPG for a phone. He anticipates the game will be so very popular that it will last for weeks and months at a time. One of Golem’s key concerns is the persistence of game state without user intervention. One of the game’s neat features is the ability to save current state right before the phone runs out of batteries and ensure the user never loses any data. Golem registers his application to receive low battery notifications to ensure that the game information will be saved before the device runs out of batteries.

EXAMPLE 4

Device Management Client

Eric the emerging Enterprise Management Client developer is looking to create the next generation mobile computing device and phone management client; able to handle client updates, virus scanning, policy enforcement, and more. Using C# he has built a power device-side client which can handle requests based on server-driven commands. Each night at 3 am, Eric would like his application “woken up” so he can contact the server for updated policies, virus scanner signatures, and the like. In order to achieve this, he simply registers his application with notification broker 335 for a scheduled notification (each day at 3 am). Eric is now assured his app will run at the specified time.

FIG. 4 illustrates a process for a state change notification system, in accordance with aspects of the invention. After a start block, process 400 flows to block 410, where a client registers to be notified of changes to at least one state property. If the state property is not already being monitored by another client, the state property is added to the list of available state properties. As discussed above, a list of available properties is pre-loaded into the notification system. The client may register to receive notification on all changes made to the property, changes that meet a condition, as well being notified according to a schedule.

Moving to block 420, a callback is registered with the notification system such that when a change is made to a registered state property, the notification system is made
aware of the change. According to one embodiment, a notification broker registers a callback with the operating system registry for changes made to the state property value.

Flowing to block 430, the client is added to a notification list to receive notification messages relating to the state property. Clients included in the notification list receive notifications regarding changes to the registered state property.

Transiting to block 440, a callback is received when a change is made to any of the registered state properties. According to one embodiment, the callback includes an identifier identifying the state property changes, as well as the current value of the state property.

Moving to block 450, the state change information is processed. Generally, processing the state change information includes determining if any conditionals, schedules, batches, or application launching conditions, apply to each of the registered clients for the changed state property (See FIG. 5 and related discussion).

FIG. 5 shows a process for processing state change information, in accordance with aspects of the invention. After a start block, process 500 flows to block 510 where a client registered for receiving notifications regarding a state change for the changed state property is accessed. According to one embodiment, a notification list is accessed to determine the registered clients for the state property that has changed.

Moving to decision block 520, a determination is made as to whether the client has specified any conditionals that are to be applied to the state property before notifying the client.

When a conditional expression is associated with the notification request, the process flows to decision block 530 where a determination is made as to whether the condition is met. When the condition is met, or when the client has not specified any conditionals, the process moves to decision block 540, where a determination is made as to whether the client has specified to launch an application in response to a change to the state property. When the client has specified to launch the application, the process moves to block 550 where the application is launched if it is not already running. When the client has not specified to launch the application, or the application has been launched at block 550, the process moves to block 560 where the client is notified of the state change.

The process then flows to decision block 570, where a determination is made as to whether there are more clients registered to receive a notification regarding a change to the state property. When there is another client, the process returns to block 510. When there are no other clients, the process then moves to an end block and returns to processing other actions.

State Property Types and Modes

According to one embodiment of the invention, two APIs may be used to access the state information in the notification system. A native, or underlying API is provided and a managed API is provided to clients. The managed API accesses the native API to perform its operations.

The following is an exemplary native API, in accordance with aspects of the invention:
#define E_ALREADY_REGISTERED ERROR_ALREADY_REGISTERED
#define E_DATATYPE_MISMATCH ERROR_DATATYPE_MISMATCH
#define E_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER ERROR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER
#define E_INVALID_HANDLE ERROR_INVALID_HANDLE
#define E_NOT_FOUND ERROR_NOT_FOUND
#define E_NOT_READY ERROR_NOT_READY

DECLARE_HANDLE(HREGNOTIFY); // transient notification handle

// ******************************************************************************
// Enumeration Name: REG_COMPARISONTYPE

// Purpose: used to define how state property values should be compared to
const char* REG_CT_EQUAL, REG_CT_NOT_EQUAL, REG_CT_GREATER,
// REG_CT_GREATER_OR_EQUAL, REG_CT_LESS, REG_CT_LESS_OR_EQUAL,
// REG_CT_CONTAINS, REG_CT_STARTS_WITH, REG_CT_ENDS_WITH;

typedef enum tagREG_COMPARISONTYPE
{
    REG_CT_EQUAL,
    REG_CT_NOT_EQUAL,
    REG_CT_GREATER,
    REG_CT_GREATER_OR_EQUAL,
    REG_CT_LESS,
    REG_CT_LESS_OR_EQUAL,
    REG_CT_CONTAINS,
    REG_CT_STARTS_WITH,
    REG_CT_ENDS_WITH
};

// Description:
// the following shows what statements will be true when the comparison is
done. A case insensitive CompareString is
// used to compare the strings, the following information is used to clarify
// the intent of the REG_COMPARISONTYPE values.
// Let "cv" represent the changed value and "psz" or "dw" represent the
// TargetValue specified in the NOTIFICATIONCONDITION structure. Let "l"
// represent the length of the string specified in psz (wcslen(psz)) and
// "cvl" represents the string length of the changed value (wcslen(cv)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REG_SZ</th>
<th>REG_DWORD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0 == strcmp(cv, psz))</td>
<td>(cv == dw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 != strcmp(cv, psz))</td>
<td>(cv != dw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 &lt; strcmp(cv, psz))</td>
<td>(cv &gt; dw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 &lt;= strcmp(cv, psz))</td>
<td>(cv &gt;= dw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 &gt; strcmp(cv, psz))</td>
<td>(cv &lt; dw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 &gt;= strcmp(cv, psz))</td>
<td>(cv &lt;= dw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 != strstr(cv, psz))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 == strncmp(cv, psz, l))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 == strcmp(cv+cvl-l, psz))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REG_CT_GREATER_OR_EQUAL,
REG_CT_LESS,
REG_CT_LESS_OR_EQUAL,
REG_CT_CONTAINS,
REG_CT_STARTS_WITH,
REG_CT_ENDS_WITH
} REG_COMPARISONTYPE;

// **********************************************************************
// Structure Name: NOTIFICATIONCONDITION
//
// Purpose: used to define a condition under which property state change
// notifications should be fired
//
// Description:
// REG_COMPARISONTYPE ctComparisonType - how to compare the changed
// value with the value specified in TargetValue
// DWORD dwMask - If this value is not set to 0 then TargetValue is
// interpreted as a DWORD. This mask is applied to the changed
// DWORD value before the comparison is done, the mask is
// not applied to TargetValue. If this value is set to 0 then
// TargetValue is interpreted as a string.
// union TargetValue - if dwMask is set to 0 then the comparison is done
// between psz and the changed value. If dwMask is set
// to any value other than 0 then the comparison is done
// between dw and the masked (see dwMask) changed value.
// If the changed value is not of type REG_SZ nor
// REG_DWORD or if the changed value is of type REG_DWORD
// and dwMask is set to 0 or if the changed value is of
// type REG_SZ and dwMask is not set to 0, then the
notification is ignored. If the changed value is
deleted and the comparison is to be done against dw,
0 is used as the changed value and the comparison
proceeds as usual. If the value is deleted and the
comparison is to be done against psz, NULL is used as
the changed value and only REG_CT_EQUAL and
REG_CT_NOT_EQUAL are processed by the comparison, the
deletion notification is ignored if any other
cComparisonType is used.

typedef struct tagNOTIFICATIONCONDITION
{
    REG_COMPARISONTYPE ctComparisonType;
    DWORD dwMask;
    union
    {
        LPCTSTR psz;
        DWORD dw;
    } TargetValue;
} NOTIFICATIONCONDITION;

// Function Prototype: REGISTRYNOTIFYCALLBACK

// Purpose: defines the prototype of the callback used by RegisterNotifyCallback

// Arguments:
// IN HREGNOTIFY hNotify - the handle to a valid HREGNOTIFY, this is the
// same handle returned from RegistryNotifyCallback
// IN DWORD dwUserData - user data that was passed to RegistryNotifyCallback
// IN const PBYTE pData - a pointer to the new value for the value, this
//      is set to NULL if the value was deleted
// IN const UINT cbData - the number of bytes to pointed to by pData, this
//      value will be set to 0 if the value was deleted

// Description:
// this callback used to notify clients that registered for notifications
// using RegistryNotifyCallback. It is safe to call RegistryCloseNotification
// from within the callback if no further notification are required.

// ...........................................................................
typedef void (*REGISTRYNOTIFYCALLBACK)(HREGNOTIFY hNotify,
     DWORD dwUserData,
     const PBYTE pData,
     const UINT cbData);

// ...........................................................................
// Function Name: RegistryGetDWORD
//
// Purpose: used to read a REG_DWORD registry value

// Arguments:
//  IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
//  IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
//      value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
//      hKey)
//  IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value to retrieve (may be NULL
//      to retrieve the default value)
//  OUT DWORD * pdwData - a pointer to the buffer which will receive the
// data associated with the value

// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the data was copied to the buffer
// E_INVALIDARG - hKey or pdwData is invalid
// E_DATATYPE_MISMATCH - the value is not of type REG_DWORD
// An error value returned from RegOpenKeyEx or RegQueryValueEx wrapped as
// a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - pData points to the data associated with the value
// FAILED - no change.

// Description:
// the DWORD associated with the value is copied to the buffer pointed to
// by pData. If the key pointed to by hKey+pszSubKey does not exist,
// RegistryGetDWORD will fail since it uses RegOpenKey to access the key

// *******************************************************
HRESULT WINAPI RegistryGetDWORD(HKEY hKey,
                                 LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
                                 LPCTSTR pszValueName,
                                 DWORD * pdwData);

// *******************************************************

// Function Name: RegistryGetString

// Purpose: used to read a REG_SZ registry value
Arguments:

- **IN HKEY hKey**: handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
- **IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey**: the key under which the value is stored (if this value is null, `pszValueName` is assumed to be under `hKey`)
- **IN LPCTSTR pszValueName**: the name of the value to retrieve (may be NULL to retrieve the default value)
- **OUT LPTSTR pszData**: a pointer to the buffer which will receive the data associated with the value
- **IN UINT cchData**: a pointer to the variable which is length in characters of the buffer pointed to by `pData`

Return Values:

- **HRESULT S_OK**: the data was copied to the buffer
- **HRESULT E_INVALIDARG**: `hKey` or `pszData` is invalid
- **HRESULT E_DATATYPE_MISMATCH**: the value is not of type `REG_SZ`
- **HRESULT E_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER**: the size of the buffer pointed to by `pszData`, as determined by `cchData` is not large enough to hold the string

An error value returned from `RegOpenKeyEx` or `RegQueryValueEx` wrapped as a **FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT**

Results:

- **SUCCEEDED**: `pData` points to the data associated with the value
- **FAILED**: no change.

Description:

The string associated with the value is copied to the buffer pointed to
// by pData. If the key pointed to by hKey + pszSubKey does not exist,
// RegistryGetString will fail since it uses RegOpenKey to access the key
//
//******************************************************************************

HRESULT WINAPI RegistryGetString(HKEY hKey,
    LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
    LPCTSTR pszValueName,
    LPTSTR pszData,
    UINT cchData);

//******************************************************************************

// Function Name: RegistrySetDWORD
//
// Purpose: used to set a REG_DWORD registry value
//
// Arguments:
//    IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
//    IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
//    value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
//    hKey)
//    IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value to set (may be NULL
//    to set the default value)
//    IN DWORD dwData - the new value
//
// Return Values:
//    HRESULT
//    S_OK - the data value for pszValueName was changed to the data in dwData
//    E_INVALIDARG - hKey is invalid
//    E_DATATYPE_MISMATCH - the value is not of type REG_DWORD
// An error value returned from RegOpenKeyEx or RegQueryValueEx wrapped as
// a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - the data associated with the value was changed
// FAILED - no change

// Description:
// the data associated with the value is changed to the new value. If the
// key pointed to by hKey+pszSubKey does not exist, RegistrySetDWORD will
// fail since it uses RegOpenKey to access the key

// *******************************************************

HRESULT WINAPI RegistrySetDWORD(HKEY hKey,
                              LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
                              LPCTSTR pszValueName,
                              DWORD dwData);

// *******************************************************

// Function Name: RegistrySetString

// Purpose: used to set a REG_SZ registry value

// Arguments:
// IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
// IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
//                       value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
//                       hKey)
// IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value to set (may be NULL
for to set the default value)
IN LPCTSTR pszData - the new value. This string is null terminated.

Return Values:
HRESULT
S_OK - the data value for pszValueName was changed to the data in pszData
E_INVALIDARG - hKey or pszData is invalid
E_DATATYPE_MISMATCH - the value is not of type REG_SZ
An error value returned from RegOpenKeyEx or RegQueryValueEx wrapped as
a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT
An error HRESULT returned from StringCbLength

Results:
SUCCEEDED - the data associated with the value was changed
FAILED - no change

Description:
the data associated with the value is changed to the new value. If the
key pointed to by hKey+pszSubKey does not exist, RegistrySetString will
fail since it uses RegOpenKey to access the key

******************************************************************************
HRESULT WINAPI RegistrySetString(HKEY hKey,
    LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
    LPCTSTR pszValueName,
    LPCTSTR pszData);

******************************************************************************
// Function Name: RegistryTestExchangeDWORD
//
// Purpose: used to atomically set a value based on a condition
//
// Arguments:
// IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
// IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
// value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
// hKey)
// IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value to set (may be NULL
// to set the default value)
// IN DWORD dwOldValue - the value to check against
// IN DWORD dwNewValue - the value to set conditionally
//
// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the data value was changed to dwNewValue
// S_FALSE - the target value was not set to dwNewValue because the DWORD
// value associated with pszValueName was not equal to dwOldValue
// E_INVALIDARG - the handle or one of the pointers passed in was invalid
// E_DATATYPE_MISMATCH - the value is not of type REG DWORD
// E_NOT_FOUND - the value could not be found under the specified key
// An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT
//
// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - the data value associated with pszData was dwOldValue and is
// now dwNewValue
// FAILED - no change
//
// Description:
// This function is an interlocked function — in other words, it can be
// considered atomic. It checks to see if the DWORD value associated with
// pszValueName is equal to oldValue. If so, it sets the target to newValue,
// otherwise, it fails.

//

// ************************************************************************

HRESULT WINAPI RegistryTestExchangeDWORD(HKEY hKey,
    LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
    LPCTSTR pszValueName,
    DWORD dwOldValue,
    DWORD dwnewValue);

//************************************************************************

// Function Name: RegistryNotifyApp

//
// Purpose: used to request that an app be launched or notified when a
// specified value has been changed

// Arguments:
//  IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
//  IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
//  value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
//  hKey)
//  IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value on which change
//  notifications are requested (may be NULL to
//  indicate the default value)
//  IN LPCTSTR pszName - a user defined string representing this
//  notification request, the string should be passed
//  to RegistryStopNotification when notifications
//  are no longer needed
// IN LPCTSTR pszApp - pointer to string that is the path to the executable
// to launch
// IN LPCTSTR pszClass - once the executable is launched, or if it is
// IN LPCTSTR pszWindow already running, a window with this window name and
// class type is located in the process and the
// notification is passed to it. If both of these
// parameter are null this function will only launch
// the application.
// IN UINT msg - the message that will be passed to the window
// IN NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition - the condition under which change
// notifications should be sent when
// a comparison of it to the new
// registry value is TRUE (may be
// NULL to indicate that any change
// should result in a notification)

// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the request for notification has been added to the notification
// list
// E_INVALIDARG - hKey, pszApp, or pszName is invalid
// E_ALREADY_REGISTERED - a notification with a name equal to that specified
// by pszName already exists
// An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - the caller will now be notified every time a change to this
// value is made.
// FAILED - no change
//
// Description:
// The notification request is added to the notification list. The caller
// calls RegistryStopNotification to stop further notifications. This
// type of notification request is permanent, that is, the notification
// request will be active even if the device is reset. On notification, this
// function determines if an executable with the name specified in pszApp
// is already running by doing a FindWindow on the class name and window name
// specified by pszClass and pszWindow, if not it launches the app. The
// command line passed to the application should be specified in the pszApp
// string, in addition to any command line specified by the user, the
// following is appended:
// /notify "pszName"
// pszName - the handle string passed to the function in the pszName
// parameter
// After the app is launched a FindWindow is done looking for a window with
// the class name and window name specified in pszClass and pszWindow. If the
// window is found, the message specified by msg is posted as in
// RegistryNotifyWindow, via PostMessage. The parameters to the PostMessage
// are as follows:
// WPARAM - for values of type REG_DWORD this is the new value or 0
// if the value was deleted; for all other types this value
// is 0
// LPARAM - 0
// The msg parameter should be unique for each call to RegistryNotifyApp
// so that the client can differentiate between the multiple notifications.
// The client will be notified when the value is added as well as on changes.
// When a notification arrives, if the application pointed to by pszApp can
// not be launched or a window with a class of type pszClass can not be found
// or the PostMessage fails, the notification will be removed from the
// notification list.
HRESULT WINAPI RegistryNotifyApp(HKEY hKey,
    LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
    LPCTSTR pszValueName,
    LPCTSTR pszName,
    LPCTSTR pszApp,
    LPCTSTR pszClass,
    LPCTSTR pszWindow,
    UINT msg,
    NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition);

// Function Name: RegistryNotifyWindow

// Purpose: used to request that a window be notified when a specified value
// has been changed

// Arguments:
// IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
// IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
//    value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
//    hKey)
// IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value on which change
//    notifications are requested (may be NULL to
//    indicate the default value)
// IN HWND hWnd - the handle of the window to which the message will be sent
// IN UINT msg - the message that will be passed to the window
// IN DWORD dwUserData - user data that will be passed back to the user
with the notification

IN NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition - the condition under which change
notifications should be sent when
a comparison of it to the new
registry value is TRUE (may be
NULL to indicate that any change
should result in a notification)

OUT HREGNOTIFY * phNotify - receives the handle to the notification
request. This handle should be closed using
RegistryCloseNotification when notifications
on this key are no longer needed.

Return Values:

HRESULT
S_OK - the request for notification has been added to the notification
list
E_INVALIDARG - hKey, phNotify or hWnd is invalid
An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

Results:

SUCCEEDED - the caller will now be notified every time a change to this
value is made.
FAILED - no change

Description:

The msg parameter should be unique for each call to RegistryNotifyWindow
so that the client can differentiate between the multiple notifications.
The notification request is added to the notification list. The caller
calls RegistryCloseNotification to stop further notifications and to
close the notification handle. This type of notification request is
// transient, that is, if the device is reset the notification request will
// no longer exist. When the value specified by pszValueName is changed, the
// client is notified via a PostMessage. If the PostMessage fails or the
// window specified by hWnd is no longer valid the notification request is
// removed from the notification queue and the handle returned in phNotify
// is closed.
// The parameters passed on the PostMessage are as follows:
// WPARAM - for values of type REG_DWORD this is the new value or 0
// if the value was deleted; for all other types this value is 0
// LPARAM - the value passed in on dwUserData
// If the value does not exist at the time of the call to
// RegistryNotifyWindow, the client will be notified when the value is added.

// *******************************************************
HRESULT WINAPI RegistryNotifyWindow(HKEY hKey,
    LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
    LPCTSTR pszValueName,
    HWND hWnd,
    UINT msg,
    DWORD dwUserData,
    NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition,
    HREGNOTIFY * phNotify);

// *******************************************************

// Function Name: RegistryNotifyMsgQueue
//
// Purpose: used to request that a message queue be notified when a specified
// value has been changed
//
// Arguments:
// IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
// IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
// value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
// hKey)
// IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value on which change
// notifications are requested (may be NULL to
// indicate the default value)
// IN LPCTSTR pszMsgQueue - A pointer to a string that is the name of the
// message queue to notify. If this message queue
// has not yet been created, RegistryNotifyMsgQueue
// will create it.
// IN DWORD dwUserData - user data that will be passed back to the user
// with the notification
// IN NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition - the condition under which change
// notifications should be sent when
// a comparison of it to the new
// registry value is TRUE (may be
// NULL to indicate that any change
// should result in a notification)
// OUT HREGNOTIFY * phNotify - receives the handle to the notification
// request. This handle should be closed using
// RegistryCloseNotification when notifications
// on this key are no longer needed.

// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the request for notification has been added to the notification
// list
// E_INVALIDARG - hKey, phNotify, or pszMsgQueue is invalid
// An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

//

// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - the caller will now be notified every time a change to this
// value is made.
// FAILED - no change

//

// Description:
// The notification request is added to the notification list. The caller
// calls RegistryCloseNotification to stop further notifications and
// close the notification handle. This type of notification request is
// transient, that is, if the device is reset the notification request will
// no longer exist. The client will be notified of changes via the message
// queue. Once the client is notified, information about the changed key can
// be retrieved using the ReadMsgQueue function. The data returned is in the
// following format:
// | HREGNOTIFY hNotify | DWORD dwUserData | UINT byte count | BYTE[]
// new value |
// hNotify - the same hNotify as returned in phNotify
// dwUserData - the user data passed as dwUserData
// byte count - the number of bytes to follow (for deletes this value is 0)
// new value - the new value for pszValueName
// If the value does not exist at the time of the call to
// RegistryNotifyMsgQueue, the client will be notified when the value is
// added.

//

//*****************************************************************************

HRESULT WINAPI RegistryNotifyMsgQueue(HKEY hKey,
    LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
    LPCTSTR pszValueName,
LPCTSTR pszMsgQueue,
DWORD dwUserData,
NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition,
HREGNOTIFY * phNotify);

// ****************************************************************************
// Function Name: RegistryNotifyCallback
//
// Purpose: used to request that a callback be notified when a specified
// value has been changed
//
// Arguments:
// IN HKEY hKey - handle to a currently open key, or a predefined root value
// IN LPCTSTR pszSubKey - the key under which the value is stored (if this
// value is null pszValueName is assumed to be under
// hKey)
// IN LPCTSTR pszValueName - the name of the value on which change
// notifications are requested (may be NULL to
// indicate the default value)
// IN REGISTRYNOTIFYCALLBACK pfnRegistryNotifyCallback - A pointer to a
// function that will
// be called back when
// a notification
// arrives
// IN DWORD dwUserData - user data that will be passed back to the user
// with the notification
// IN NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition - the condition under which change
// notifications should be sent when
// a comparison of it to the new
registry value is TRUE (may be
NULL to indicate that any change
should result in a notification)
OUT HREGNOTIFY * phNotify - receives the handle to the notification
request. This handle should be closed using
RegistryCloseNotification when notifications
on this key are no longer needed.

Return Values:
HRESULT
S_OK - the request for notification has been added to the notification list
E_INVALIDARG - hKey, phNotify, or pfnRegistryNotifyCallback is invalid
An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

Results:
SUCCEEDED - the caller will now be notified every time a change to this value is made.
FAILED - no change

Description:
The notification request is added to the notification list. The caller calls RegistryCloseNotification to stop further notifications and close the notification handle. This type of notification request is transient, that is, if the device is reset the notification request will no longer exist. The client will be notified of changes via the callback. If the value does not exist at the time of the call to RegistryNotifyCallback, the client will be notified when the value is added.
HRESULT WINAPI RegistryNotifyCallback(HKEY hKey,
   LPCTSTR pszSubKey,
   LPCTSTR pszValueName,
   REGISTRYNOTIFYCALLBACK pfnRegistryNotifyCallback,
   DWORD dwUserData,
   NOTIFICATIONCONDITION * pCondition,
   HREGNOTIFY * phNotify);

// Function Name: RegistryCloseNotification

// Purpose: used remove a request for notifications from the notification list
// and close the notification handle

// Arguments:
// IN HREGNOTIFY hNotify - the handle to a valid HREGNOTIFY, must have been returned one of the RegistryNotify* functions

// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the notification request was removed from the list
// E_INVALID_HANDLE - hNotify is invalid
// An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - the notification request has been removed, hNotify is now
// an invalid handle
// FAILED - no change

// Description:
// the notification list is searched for references to hNotify, if found
// they are removed the queue and the memory associated with hNotify is
// freed. Any notifications that have not yet been dispatched to the client
// will be lost.

//******************************************************************************

HRESULT WINAPI RegistryCloseNotification(HREGNOTIFY hNotify);

//******************************************************************************

// Function Name: RegistryStopNotification

// Purpose: used to remove a request for a permanent notification from
// the notification list

// Arguments:
// IN LPCTSTR pszName - a string representing a permanent notification
// that has already been registered

// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the notification request was removed from the list
// E_INVALIDARG - pszName is invalid
// An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

// Results:
// SUCCEEDED - the notification request has been removed
// FAILED - no change

// Description:
// The notification list is searched for references to the notification,
// if found they are removed the queue. Any notifications that have not
// yet been dispatched to the client are lost.

//******************************************************************************
HRESULT WINAPI RegistryStopNotification(LPCTSTR pszName);

//******************************************************************************
// Function Name: RegistryBatchNotification

// Purpose: used to batch frequently occurring notifications

// Arguments:
// IN HREGNOTIFY hNotify - the handle to a valid HREGNOTIFY, has been
// returned one of the RegistryNotify* functions
// IN DWORD dwMillisecondsIdle - the number of milliseconds the value should
// be constant before the notification is fired
// IN DWORD dwMillisecondsMax - the maximum number of milliseconds between
// the time the first change happens and the
// notification is sent

// Return Values:
// HRESULT
// S_OK - the notification request was removed from the list
// E_INVALIDARG - dwMillisecondsIdle is set to INFINITE
E_INVALID_HANDLE - hNotify is invalid
An error value wrapped as a FACILITY_WIN32 HRESULT

Results:
SUCCEEDED - the new batch times are set
FAILED - no change

Description:
when a value is changed, the notification system waits
dwMillisecondsIdle milliseconds and then sends the notification. If a
another change happens during that wait period the timer is reset and
the notification system will wait another dwMillisecondsIdle
milliseconds to send the notification. In order to ensure that the
dwMillisecondsIdle doesn't prevent the notification from ever being
sent, dwMillisecondsMax is used. dwMillisecondsMax is the maximum
number of milliseconds that can pass from the time the first notification
arrives and the time notification is sent. If dwMillisecondsMax is set to
INFINITE the notification will batch until the value is idle.
dwMillisecondsIdle can not be INFINITE.

*******************************************************************************
HRESULT WINAPI RegistryBatchNotification(HREGNOTIFY hNotify,
   DWORD dwMillisecondsIdle,
   DWORD dwMillisecondsMax);

HRESULT WINAPI RegistryScheduleNotifications(SystemTIME * pstStart,
   DWORD dwIntervalMinutes,
   RSN_BEHAVIOR rsnBehavior,
   LPCTSTR pszName,
   LPCTSTR pszApp,
Managed API

The following is an exemplary Managed API:

```csharp
namespace A.MObile
{
    /// used to specify what should happen when an event occurs while device is in standby
    public enum StandbyBehavior
    {
        Ignore,
        Wake,
        Delay
    }

    public interface IAppLaunchable
    {
        /// Unique name for this notification
        public string appLaunchId { get; }

        /// register this notification for a specific executable and command line params
        /// until this is called, the notification is not active
        /// <param name="appLaunchId">unique identifier for this notification.
```
/// used to open it back up when the application closes/restarts
/// an exception is thrown if this ID is already in use
/// </param>
/// <param name="filename">
/// application to launch when notification is raised.
/// if null or empty, the calling executable is used
/// </param>
/// <param name="parameters">command line parameter to send to application</param>
void EnableAppLaunch( string appLaunchId, string filename, string parameters );

/// register this notification for a specific executable with no command line params
/// until this is called, the notification is not active
/// <param name="appLaunchId">
/// unique identifier for this notification.
/// used to open it back up when the application closes/restarts
/// an exception is thrown if this ID is already in use
/// </param>
/// <param name="filename">application to launch when notification is raised</param>
void EnableAppLaunch( string appLaunchId, string filename);

/// register this notification for the calling executable with no parameters
/// until this is called, the notification is not active.
///
/// if this is called from a DLL rather than an EXE, an exception is thrown.
/// DLLs need to call one of the other overloads
/// <param name="appLaunchId">
/// unique identifier for this notification.
/// used to open it back up when the application closes/restarts
/// an exception is thrown if this ID is already in use
/// </param>
void EnableAppLaunch( string appLaunchId );
/// unregist this notification
/// used to stop the notification from firing
void DisableAppLaunch();

/**
 * notification that raises on a scheduled basis
 */
public class ScheduledNotification : ILaunchable
{

    // when the next occurrence of this notification is scheduled to occur
    public DateTime NextOccurrence{ get; set; }

    // how much time passes between occurrences of this notification
    // seconds and milliseconds are ignored
    public TimeSpan Interval{ get; set; }

    // how this notification acts when the device is in standby during an occurrence
    // ignore it, wake the device, wait until something else wakes the device.
    // default value is Wake.
    public StandbyBehavior StandbyBehavior{ get; set; }

    // determines if the named notification is registered
    // <param name="appLaunchId">name of a notification</param>
    // <returns>true if the notification is registered</returns>
    public static bool AppLaunchIdExists( string appLaunchId ) { }

    public event EventHandler Occurred;
}
/// create a new persistent notification with the given name
/// <param name="nextOccurrence">when the next occurrence is</param>

/// <param name="interval">how long between occurrences. seconds and milliseconds are ignored</param>
public ScheduledNotification( DateTime nextOccurrence, TimeSpan interval ) { }

/// constructor that loads in a previously registered notification
/// <param name="existingAppLaunchId">name of previously registered notification</param>
public ScheduledNotification( string existingAppLaunchId )
{
    if (!AppLaunchIdExists( name ))
        throw new ArgumentException();
}

namespace A. Mobile.Status
{

    /// used for conditional change notifications to specify how the new value
    /// should be compared to the desired value
    public enum StateComparisonType
    {
        /// event is raised regardless of value. this is the default
        All,
        Equal,
        NotEqual,
        Greater,
GreaterOrEqual,
LessOrEqual,
Less,
Contains,
StartsWith,
EndsWith

}  
/// Enum that represents all of the system states that can be queried and listened to.

public abstract class StateBase : ILaunchable
{

    /// for conditional notifications, how to compare new value to TargetValue
    public ComparisonType ComparisonType { get; set; }

    /// what to compare new value to. notification only raises if comparison is true
    public object ComparisonValue { get; set; }

    /// current value of this system property
    public object CurrentValue { get; }

    public event ChangeNotificationEventHandler Changed;

}  
/// transient notification that raises when a system-defined property changes
public class SystemState : StateBase
{

    /// gets the value of the specified system property
    /// <param name="property">property to get the value of</param>
    /// <returns></returns>
public static object GetValue(SystemProperty property) { }

/// system property to monitor
public SystemProperty Property { get; }
/// determines if the named notification is registered
/// <param name="appLaunchId">name of a notification</param>
/// <returns>true if the notification is registered</returns>
public static bool AppLaunchIdExists(string appLaunchId) { }

/// constructor with no conditionals (event is always raised)
/// <param name="property">property</param>
public SystemState(SystemProperty property) { }
/// constructor that sets conditionals for when event should be raised
/// <param name="property">property to watch</param>
/// <param name="comparisonType">how to compare it</param>
/// <param name="compareTo">what to compare it to</param>
public SystemState(SystemProperty property, ComparisonType comparisonType, object compareTo) { }

/// constructor that loads in a previously registered notification
/// <param name="existingAppLaunchId">name of previously registered notification</param>
public SystemState(string existingAppLaunchId) {
    if (!AppLaunchIdExists(name))
        throw new ArgumentException();
}
}
public class RegistryValue : StateBase
{
    // registry key to monitor
    public RegistryKey Key { get; }

    // name of value in registry key to monitor
    public string ValueName { get; }

    // determines if the named notification is registered
    // <param name="appLaunchId">name of a notification</param>
    // <returns>true if the notification is registered</returns>
    public static bool AppLaunchIdExists( string appLaunchId ) { } }

    // constructor with no conditionals (event is always raised)
    // <param name="key">registry key to watch</param>
    // <param name="valueName">name of registry value in the key to watch</param>
    public RegistryValue( RegistryKey key, string valueName ) { }

    // constructor that sets conditionals for when event should be raised
    // <param name="key">registry key to watch</param>
    // <param name="valueName">name of registry value in the key to watch</param>
    // <param name="comparisonType">how to compare it</param>
    // <param name="comparisonValue">what to compare it to</param>
    public RegistryValue( RegistryKey key, string valueName,
                          ComparisonType comparisonType, object comparisonValue ) { }

    // constructor that loads in a previously registered notification
/// <param name="existingAppLaunchId">name of previously registered notification</param>

public RegistryValue(string existingAppLaunchId)
{
    if (!AppLaunchIdExists(name))
        throw new ArgumentException();
}

public delegate void ChangeNotificationEventHandler(object sender,
ChangeNotificationEventArgs e);

public class ChangeNotificationEventArgs : EventArgs
{
    public object CurrentValue { get; }
}

Sample Usage of Managed API

// querying a system property
int signal = SystemState.PhoneSignalStrength;
// or...
int signal = (int)SystemState.GetValue(SystemProperty.PhoneSignalStrength);
// or...
SystemState state = new SystemState(SystemProperty.PhoneSignalStrength);
int signal = (int)stateCurrentValue;

// registering for a transient notification
SystemState state = new SystemState(SystemProperty.PhoneSignalStrength);
state.Changed += new ChangeNotificationEventHandler( ... );

// registering for a persistent notification with conditional
SystemState state;
if( SystemState.AppLaunchIdExists( "MyApp.GoodSignal" ) )
{
    state = new SystemState( "MyApp.GoodSignal" );
}
else
{
    state = new SystemState( SystemProperty.PhoneSignalStrength,
ComparisonType.Greater, 75 );
    state.EnableAppLaunch( "MyApp.GoodSignal" );
}
state.Changed += new ChangeNotificationEventHandler( ... );

// registering for a scheduled notification
ScheduledNotification daily;
if( ScheduledNotification.AppLaunchIdExists( "MyApp.Daily" ) )
{
    daily = new ScheduledNotification( "MyApp.Daily" );
}
else
{
    daily = new ScheduledNotification( DateTime.Now, new TimeSpan( 24, 0, 0 ) );
daily.EnableAppLaunch( "MyApp.Daily" );
}
daily.Occurred += new EventHandler( ... );
The above specification, examples and data provide a complete description of the manufacture and use of the composition of the invention. Since many embodiments of the invention can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention, the invention resides in the claims hereinafter appended.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for providing notifications to clients in response to state property changes, comprising:
   - at a notification broker that is located on a mobile device, receiving an automatic notification request from a client application on the mobile device to receive a notification in response to an event that originates on the mobile device; wherein the event is associated with a notification in a state property of the mobile device, wherein execution of the client application on the mobile device is dependent upon a received notification; wherein the notification request comprises a permanent notification request and a transient notification request; wherein the permanent notification request is stored by the notification broker in a data-store on the mobile device that maintains the notification request across a reboot; wherein the transient notification is not maintained across the reboot; ensuring that the state property is registered with the notification broker, wherein the notification broker includes state properties that are updated by different components within the mobile device;
   - determining when the state property changes;
   - determining when the client should receive notification of the state property change; and
   - the notification broker on the mobile device notifying the client of the state property change when determined.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising utilizing an Application Program Interface (API) to perform actions involving the state properties, wherein the actions include at least one of the following: registering a state property; querying the state property; and setting the state property.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein determining when the client should receive the notification comprises: applying a conditional expression to the state property and notifying the client of the state property change when the condition is met.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the conditional expression is expressed using the following conditions: all, equal, not equal, greater than, greater or equal than, less than or equal, less than, contains, starts with, and ends with.

5. The method of claim 2, further comprising launching the client in response to at least one of: a state property change and a scheduled event.

6. The method of claim 2, further comprising notifying the client in response to a schedule defined by the client.

7. The method of claim 2, wherein determining when the state property changes further comprises: performing a batching operation on changes to the state property that occur within a predetermined time period.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the notification request from the client to receive the notification in response to the change associated with the state property, further comprises associating a group of state properties with the notification request from the client when an identifier associated with the request identifies a category of state properties, wherein the state properties are arranged in a hierarchy within the notification system.

9. The method of claim 2, further comprising providing pre-loaded state property data that may be accessed by the clients without the client having to register a state property with the notification broker; wherein the pre-loaded state property data comprises a majority of the following states; a display orientation state; an undismissed reminders state; an undismissed alarms state; a battery state; a memory state; a storage card state; a hardware state, a keyboard enabled state, a WiFi enabled state, a Bluetooth enabled state, a headphones state, a camera state; a messaging state; a tasks state; a calendar state; an Instant Messenger state; a connectivity state; a media player state; a synchronization status state; and a telephony state.

10. A system for state management and notifications, comprising:
   - a data store on a mobile device that is arranged to store information relating to state properties, wherein at least some of the state properties are modified by different components;
   - an Application Program Interface (API) configured to perform operations relating to the state properties; client applications on the mobile device that are configured to automatically register notification requests and receive notifications in response to a change in a state property of the mobile device for which they have registered, wherein the notification requests indicate when the clients should receive notifications in response to changes associated with the state properties, and wherein execution of the client applications is dependent upon a received notification; wherein the change in the state property is responsive to an event that originates on the mobile device; a notification list stored within the data store that is arranged to store the clients that have been registered to receive notification requests; a notification broker on the mobile device that is coupled to the data store, the notification list, and the clients, wherein the notification broker includes functionality configured to perform the following actions, including to:
     - receive a notification request to add at least one client to the notification list;
     - add the at least one client to the notification list; and
     - determine when a registered state property changes, and when the state property changes, determine the clients to receive a notification, and notify the determined clients of the state property change.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the Application Program Interface (API) is further configured to perform at least one of the following actions: registering a state property; querying the state property; and setting the state property.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein determining the clients to receive the notification, comprises: applying a conditional expression to the state property and notifying the client of the state property change when the condition is met.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the conditional expression includes at least one of the following conditions: all, equal, not equal, greater than, greater or equal than, less than or equal, less than, contains, starts with, and ends with.

14. The system of claim 11, further comprising launching the client in response to at least one of a state property change and a scheduled event.

15. The system of claim 11, further comprising notifying the client in response to a schedule defined by the client.

16. The system of claim 11, wherein determining when the state property changes further comprises: performing a batching operation on changes to the state property that occur within a predetermined time period.

17. The system of claim 10, wherein the state properties are arranged in a hierarchy.

18. The system of claim 10, wherein content within the data store persists across device reboots.
19. A tangible computer-readable storage medium having computer executable instructions for performing operations on state properties, comprising:

receiving at a notification broker on a mobile device an automatic request from a client application that is executed on the mobile device to receive an identifier identifying at least one state property within a group of state properties of the mobile device such that the execution of the application on the mobile device is in response to the state properties associated with the mobile device on which the application resides; wherein the application on the mobile device is developed after development of the mobile device; wherein state properties within the group of state properties are updated by different components on the mobile device; wherein the state properties change is response to an event that originates on the mobile device;

receiving the identifier at the mobile device that indicates the at least one state property within a group of state properties of the mobile device;

determining an operation to perform on the mobile device relating to a state property within the group of state properties; and

performing the operation on the mobile device in response to the received identifier.

20. The computer-readable medium of claim 19, wherein the operation includes at least one of the following operations: registering a state property; querying the state property; associating a conditional expression with the state property; and setting the state property.

21. The computer-readable medium of claim 20, wherein performing the operation, comprises: applying the conditional expression to the state property and notifying the client of the state property when the condition is met.

22. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the conditional expression includes at least one of the following conditions: all, equal, not equal, greater than, greater or equal than, less than or equal, less than, contains, starts with, and ends with.

23. The computer-readable medium of claim 20, wherein performing the operation further comprises launching a client application in response to at least one of the following: a change in the state property and a scheduled event.

24. The computer-readable medium of claim 20, wherein performing the operation further comprises notifying the client in response to a schedule defined by the client.

25. The computer-readable medium of claim 20, wherein performing the operation further comprises: performing a batching operation on changes to the state property that occur within a predetermined time period.

* * * * *